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NO SANDING
IN THIS ROOM
This publication is the first part of three interconnected works including *The Wave of the Work* (arrangement) and *Choreopoetic* (text, publication) by choreographic artist Eva-Cecilie Richardsen.

This publication accompanies the arrangement *The Wave of the Work* On view: August 26 – 29, 2015 at Oslo National Academy of the Arts.
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**Marte Vold 2011 – 2013**

*Verticalization of Ground* (research film 2011)

→ p. 24 – 25, 30 – 35

*Hole in Wall* (research film 2012) → p. 28

*Kveil* (research film 2012) → p. 26–27, 112–113

*Weaving* (research film 2011) → p. 166 – 167

*Throwback* (research film 2012) → p. 94

*Speaking & Building #1* (2012)


*Speaking & Building #2* (2012)

→ p. 250, 252 – 253

*Speaking & Building #4* (2013)

→ p. 130, 256 – 261

*Unpacking Piano* (video sketch 2012)

→ p. 131

*Material Study* (research film 2013)

→ p. 264 – 267

*Dialog, Speaking & Building #3* (research film 2012) → p. 262 – 263


→ p. 268 – 271

The spatial concepts in the images are made by Eva-Cecilie Richardsen, within the methodological framing of *Speaking & Building #1 – 9*, 2011 – 2015.

Several of the spatial set-ups and constructions in the images from 2012 are made in collaboration between Signe Becker and Eva-Cecilie Richardsen as part of *Speaking & Building #2*. The collection of the street-lamps are made by Chrisander Brun and Signe Becker as part of *Speaking & Building #2*, 2012.
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